
 

The meeting was attended by the students representing Baku, different regions of the country -The meeting was attended by the students representing Baku, different regions of the country -
Ganja, Absheron, Barda, Gabala, Jabrayil, Zagatala, Gubadly, as well as other regions and cities.Ganja, Absheron, Barda, Gabala, Jabrayil, Zagatala, Gubadly, as well as other regions and cities.

Congratulating the participants of the meeting on the occasion of winning the title of student,Congratulating the participants of the meeting on the occasion of winning the title of student,
Mikayil Jabbarov recommended that the success formula must be sustainable and they should to beMikayil Jabbarov recommended that the success formula must be sustainable and they should to be
high-quality personnel and specialists loving their work. At the same time, the Minister urged them tohigh-quality personnel and specialists loving their work. At the same time, the Minister urged them to
take an active part in the public and cultural life of the higher education institution where they willtake an active part in the public and cultural life of the higher education institution where they will
receive education and to improve their knowledge and skills.receive education and to improve their knowledge and skills.

Drawing attention to the improvement of academic achievements in the last two years, MikayilDrawing attention to the improvement of academic achievements in the last two years, Mikayil
Jabbarov noted that the average score for admission to higher education institutions increasedJabbarov noted that the average score for admission to higher education institutions increased
significantly.significantly.

During the meeting, the Minister answered the students' questions and exchanged views withDuring the meeting, the Minister answered the students' questions and exchanged views with
them. Ibrahim Ahmadov, who has finished secondary school with a gold medal, has become the bronzethem. Ibrahim Ahmadov, who has finished secondary school with a gold medal, has become the bronze
medalist of the Republican Mathematics Olympiad, has entered "ADA" University with 700 points,medalist of the Republican Mathematics Olympiad, has entered "ADA" University with 700 points,
expressed his opinion about the application of curriculum in secondary schools and its advantages.expressed his opinion about the application of curriculum in secondary schools and its advantages.
Nurlan Majidov, who has entered Azerbaijan Medical University with 700 points, and Narmin Guluzade,Nurlan Majidov, who has entered Azerbaijan Medical University with 700 points, and Narmin Guluzade,
who has become the silver medalist of the subject competition in biology, has finished secondary schoolwho has become the silver medalist of the subject competition in biology, has finished secondary school
with a gold medal, has entered the University with 695 points out of 700 points, shared their views onwith a gold medal, has entered the University with 695 points out of 700 points, shared their views on
education abroad. Jamil Imranov, who has been the participant in the Republican contest “Scientists ofeducation abroad. Jamil Imranov, who has been the participant in the Republican contest “Scientists of
Tomorrow”, has finished secondary school with a gold medal, asked questions about SABAH groups.Tomorrow”, has finished secondary school with a gold medal, asked questions about SABAH groups.

Providing detailed information about the State Program on education abroad, Mikayil JabbarovProviding detailed information about the State Program on education abroad, Mikayil Jabbarov
spoke about the prospects for the development of higher education in our country. Noting that thespoke about the prospects for the development of higher education in our country. Noting that the
establishment of SABAH groups is an important step forward in this way, the Minister emphasized thatestablishment of SABAH groups is an important step forward in this way, the Minister emphasized that
the environment for innovation would be expanded in higher education institutions in the near futurethe environment for innovation would be expanded in higher education institutions in the near future
within the framework of international projects.within the framework of international projects.

Mikayil Jabbarov recommended to our students to represent Azerbaijan worthily and toMikayil Jabbarov recommended to our students to represent Azerbaijan worthily and to
demonstrate active citizenship, regardless of studying abroad or within the country.demonstrate active citizenship, regardless of studying abroad or within the country.

Zaur Velizade, who was the winner of the Republican competition on the subject of Biology,Zaur Velizade, who was the winner of the Republican competition on the subject of Biology,
finished secondary school with a gold medal, who was from Mingachevir, was interested in the rating offinished secondary school with a gold medal, who was from Mingachevir, was interested in the rating of
higher education institutions in the labor market and Sergey Styopin, who was the winner of thehigher education institutions in the labor market and Sergey Styopin, who was the winner of the
Chemistry Olympiad, finished the lyceum named after academician Zarifa Aliyeva with a gold medal,Chemistry Olympiad, finished the lyceum named after academician Zarifa Aliyeva with a gold medal,
entered the University with 644 points out of 700 points, was interested in the presidential scholarship.entered the University with 644 points out of 700 points, was interested in the presidential scholarship.

The Minister answered all the questions of the students in detail and expressed his attitude to theThe Minister answered all the questions of the students in detail and expressed his attitude to the
issues concerning them. issues concerning them. 

At the end of the meeting, Mikayil Jabbarov noted that the great opportunities were created forAt the end of the meeting, Mikayil Jabbarov noted that the great opportunities were created for
learners and urged each student to take advantage of the opportunity created by our country.learners and urged each student to take advantage of the opportunity created by our country.
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